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ABSTRACT: Machine learning represents the subset of artificial intelligence algorithms that work to improve 

on their own automatically based on experience. An echocardiogram is an ultrasound test for the working of 

heart and heart muscles. The cardiovascular disease is diagnosed mainly with the help of echocardiography 

images. The level of diagnosis relies on the operator expertise to a large scale. Incorrect or inaccurate diagnosis 

is possible because of inexperience and inter-operator variability. Machine learning helps to reduce the human 

error by generating precise, reliable and dynamic interpretation of echocardiography images. Machine learning 

tools have the capability to assess and provide diagnostic results on par with physicians. The application of 

Machine learning for heart disease prediction is still in the initial stage. Lot more research is required before 

they are actually put into practice. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION   

Echocardiography performs a  critical function in the analysis and control of cardiovascular disease. It 

plays a very important role in alleviating the suffering of patients to a great extent. Since echocardiography is 

the simplest imaging modality that allows real-time imaging of the heart, it permits the instantaneous detection 

of numerous abnormalities. The precise quantitative evaluation of cardiovascular structure and capacity is basic 

for clinical determination and to help in the most proper medical treatment. Nonetheless, notwithstanding the 

plenitude of rules for the translation and appraisal of echocardiograms, evaluation and finding dependent on 

audit of 2D echocardiography stays flawed and inclined to blunder (1). It is a long-standing issue that there is a 

sensibly elevated level of spectator variety in the translation of echocardiograms, particularly among those with 

low quality pictures (2). 

Despite the fact that Artificial Intelligence has been around for over 70 years, there has, of late been a 

flood of intrigue and examination in the utilization of Artificial Intelligence in clinical imaging. Computer based 

intelligence strategies like Machine learning can be utilized to perceive a wide scope of patterns inside 

echocardiograms as they can assess every pixel, and their relationship, just as related clinical metadata. Machine 

learning models can be prepared to 'realize' what various highlights in a picture speak about, so that they can be 

utilized to distinguish pictures, measure territories of intrigue or be related with specific infection designs (3).  

By joining clinician understanding with data got from Machine learning calculations, there is the 

chance to upgrade the exactness of echocardiography through a decrease in between and intra-administrator 

changeability, just as giving extra prescient data that might be too unpretentious to even consider being 

distinguished by the natural eye (4). Accordingly, Machine learning models show guarantee as apparatus for the 

quick and exact evaluation of cardiovascular structure and capacity. In the proposed work, consideration is 

given as to why it is especially pertinent to echocardiography and give instances of the present state of 

applications. 

II. MACHINE LEARNING 

 

Supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning are the three broad 

classifications of Machine learning. In supervised learning, the machine is 'instructed' to characterize 

information by furnishing it with a training dataset of named information. During the training cycle, the 

algorithm gets all necessary information and contrasts these with known results. When the machine has been 

trained, its capacity is tried utilizing an inconspicuous dataset. This permits the appraisal of the exactness of the 
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model and how it analyzes to human understanding (5). Random forests, support vector machines and artificial 

neural networks are examples for supervised learning. Conversely, unsupervised learning employs unlabelled 

information to categorize the information into numerous groups called as clusters by identifying the similarities 

between data (11,12). Reinforcement learning is based on collaborations with a domain. The learner, endeavours 

to find the best activities to accomplish most extreme award by gaining from experimentation. This prompts a 

specialist appropriate for dynamic conditions (6).  

 

Model training is basic to all kinds of Machine learning. It is the cycle whereby the model investigates 

an assortment of highlights inside the information given and uses these to figure out how to create an yield 

name. For instance, inside echocardiography, a model could dissect an assortment of highlights, for example, 

left ventricular divider thickness and left ventricular discharge division to decide if a patient has a specific 

condition. Be that as it may, the incorporation of superfluous highlights in the investigation can prompt over-

fitting of the model, consequently delivering it less exact when given new datasets. This accentuates the 

significance of having a preparing dataset that is illustrative of the population. Data gain investigation is utilized 

to figure out which highlights to remember for the model to guarantee that it has the most noteworthy prescient 

force, yet can even now be applied to other population(5). When the model is prepared, it can be applied to 

concealed datasets to test its prescient capacity before being utilized completely.  

 

While models give the potential to have the option to quickly dissect huge volumes of information, 

they, themselves, require huge volumes of information to guarantee that they are altogether prepared. In the 

clinical field, access to this information can be hard to get and, once got, requires a lot of exertion to guarantee 

that the information is clean, of adequate quality and precise before being utilized to prepare the model. 

Moreover, it is critical to guarantee that these datasets are illustrative of the population the model will be utilized 

for, since testing inclination and missing information can adversely influence the prescient capacity of the 

model. Information spillage, the accidental utilization of preparing information to test the model's precision, can 

prompt an off base appraisal of a model's prescient force (7), this shows the requirement for a careful preparing 

measure. 

 

 

III. IMPACT IN ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY 

 

Echocardiography is a fundamental apparatus in the determination of cardiovascular sickness. 

Therefore rules have been created to guarantee precise evaluation and understanding (8). The diagnosis stays 

dependent on the physician having the experience and information to hold fast to these rules. It might be 

conceivable to survive or diminish this constraint by utilization of machine learning models. For instance, rules 

suggest quantitative proportions of chambers and valves during evaluation to advise dynamically. Nonetheless, 

in clinical situations quantitative investigation may not be functional due to the extra time required for manual 

following. Subsequently, it is recognized that visual assessment remains the pillar in numerous zones of clinical 

practice, in spite of the fact that this requires impressive experience in echocardiography (9). Use of machine 

learning for evaluation or give completely mechanized measures quickly to the clinician could improve the 

precision of finding abnormalities (10).  

 

 

In clinical settings, there is generally a need to completely dissect and report the outcomes of the output 

and  not sufficient opportunity to investigate complex datasets. During a standard echocardiogram, a huge 

volume of conceivably symptomatically valuable information are created and with the invention of multi-

dimensional imaging modalities like 3D echocardiography, the volume of the information procured is expected 

to expand. Most information acquired remains under-used even though machine learning strategies offer the 

possibility to decipher numerous datasets from echocardiograms in a productive way simultaneously(5). 

Besides, these models can connect accessible clinical information from electronic wellbeing records with 

echocardiography information, subsequently giving clinicians more data, and permitting them to settle on more 

educated choices about their consideration of patients. One of the fundamental objective of utilizing machine 

learning models is that models can likewise unite these information with possibly elevated levels of precision. 

Following training, the machine learning models help in accurate diagnosis by including data that might be 

missed by the clinician. 

 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS 
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Echocardiography uses sound waves to test the heart and generates live images of the heart. The image 

produced by echocardiography is called an echocardiogram. Echocardiography test helps the doctor to monitor 

the functioning of heart and the valves present in the heart. The images help to get information about blood clots 

in the heart chambers, fluid in the sac around the heart, problems with the aorta (the main artery connected to 

the heart), problems with the pumping function or relaxing function of the heart, problems with the function of 

heart valves and pressures in the heart. 

 

 

In spite of the fact that use of machine learning for echocardiography is at a generally beginning phase, 

a few applications have just been created. These techniques include image recognition and identification of 

pathological patterns. An initial step to guarantee the precise diagnosis of echocardiograms is right identification 

of views, recording of videos and ultrasound Doppler traces. A deep learning model, comprising of a 

convolutional neural network has been created to distinguish important patterns in each view. In the 

examination, a wide range of arbitrarily chosen echocardiograms, with  scope of pathology and picture 

characteristics were utilized. In a different study, machine learning algorithms were utilized to precisely 

recognize apical two-chamber, three-chamber and four-chamber views. In spite of the similarities between these 

perspectives, the algorithm had the ability to identify each view with a very high precision. Figure 1 shows a 

case of a convolutional neural organization model for echocardiography picture characterization. 

 

 

 

 

                                                    

 

Figure 1 : Echocardiography image classification using convolutional neural network 

 

Distinctive pathological and physiological conditions can have comparable phenotypes that 

demonstrate hard to differentiate without experience. As an example, left ventricular hypertrophy is usually seen 

in the athletic persons, but on the other hand is also found in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Given the expanded 

danger of sudden cardiac fatality in inherited heart disease, precise separation is significant. A combination of 

support vector machines, artificial neural networks and random forests has been used to precisely separate 

between these two conditions. Machine learning algorithms have shown their capacity to precisely separate 

between restrictive cardiomyopathy and constrictive pericarditis to a great extent. Most of the studies to date 

have been on moderately little datasets, without sufficient testing. Machine learning algorithms show guarantee 

that they might be of help in diagnostic decision making for echocardiogram.   

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Echocardiogram is very helpful to reveal abnormalities in heart like heart muscles, abnormal chamber size, 

pumping function and blood flow problems. In spite of the fact that echocardiography is the most available 

imaging methodology for the diagnosis of cardiovascular illness, its efficiency is interpretor dependent. The use 

of machine learning in clinical imaging and its capability to improve patient care is promising for future 

enhancements. The incorporation of machine learning models in echocardiography could lead to a decrease in 

unnecessary interventional therapies. The application of machine learning ought to be viewed as an important 

device for clinicians, specifically those with less experience rather than a tool to replace humans in healthcare 

delivery. While the utilization of machine learning has progressed a lot over the recent past, the full application 

is still in its early stages and further exploration is needed to refine and improve its utilization in clinical 

applications. 
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